Containing health care costs without sacrificing access or quality: What are the most promising policies to date in the US?

- Historic trends in per capita health care costs
- Exploring the reasons for recent slowdown in per capita costs in the US
- Reviewing cost containment developments in Massachusetts, the first state to achieve near universal coverage, but also the highest cost state
- Comparison with the proposed evolution of the health care system in Quebec
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Professor of Management in the Department of Health Policy and Management
Associate Dean for Case-Based Teaching and Learning at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health
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Research Director at the Institute for Research on Public Policies
Collaborator at CIRANO

October 6th, 2016
5 PM – 7 PM
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1130 Sherbrooke street W, office 1400
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60 seats available. $25, cocktail included

Register Online Now!